This paper reports on experimental measurements of the gas temperature in a dielectric barrier discharge reactor powered by a high voltage pulsed signal. It is shown that the thermal behavior of the reactor follows a first order model. However, an unexpected runaway phenomenon was observed at a frequency of 300Hz. A sudden increase in the power source and consequently in reactor temperature which reaches 170°C is observed. This behavior is discussed in terms of input power variation with temperature, possibly due to a resonance phenomenon.
spectroscopic methods which allow the determination of vibrational and rotational molecules temperatures. The direct use of thermocouples in the plasma region is not possible since the electromagnetic environment and the presence of electrons and ionized species can initiate undesirable sparks. In a previous work we have already shown that gas temperature measurements can be achieved by using optical fibers [8] . These very first results have allowed us to calculate the heat transfers and losses with a simple analytical heat conduction model. A lumped heat capacitance model has been presented in [9] for the modeling of the unsteady regime.
According to the work of Okazaki et al. [10] and Liu et al. [11] the use of a pulsed power source seems to be more efficient for volatile organic compound treatment or ozone formation than sinusoidal one. We have therefore used a bipolar pulsed power supply which could produce positive and negative pulsed discharge so that the charges on the dielectric surface accumulated during the first part of the pulse discharge strengthen the electric field induced by the inversion of the polarity, favoring then the plasma formation.
In this work we report for the first time an experimental measurement of the gas temperature in a dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) plasma reactor powered by a bipolar voltage pulse with a frequency ranging from 100 to 300Hz which corresponds to the range of input energy densities used for VOC elimination [12, 13] . In the case of VOC elimination from air many works are published coupling a catalyst to the plasma reactor [13, 14] , the efficiency of the catalyst increasing when it was heated. In order to reduce the energy expense or to avoid the thermal destruction of the reactor it is necessary to describe how the plasma alone can heat the reactor.
The unsteady electrode and gas temperatures were monitored from the initial time until a steady state was reached. It is shown that the temperature evolution is generally that of a first order model. The steady-state temperature increases with the input power from 49°C for P=0.9W (frequency=100Hz) to 56°C for P=1.8W (frequency=200Hz). When the frequency is increased to 300Hz, a temperature runaway effect is observed and the temperature can reach a value as high as 180°C in some situations.
Experimental setup
The experimental system mainly consists of a bipolar pulsed power supply, a coaxial DBD reactor and current and voltage measurement sets. The DBD reactor has been described elsewhere [11] [12] . It presents a usual coaxial geometry. The reactor consists in a pyrex tube (12.4 mm in-diameter, 1.8 mm thickness) as dielectric barrier, an internal electrode (3.2 mm diameter steel tube) and an external electrode which is a 1mm thick and 80mm length copper foil wrapped around the pyrex tube. The volume in which occurs the plasma discharge ( Fig.1) is equal to 9 cm 3 . Plasma was generated by a bipolar pulsed electric generator (A2E 
(t)=I(t).U(t) in function of time: E=∫P(t)
.dt for the pulse duration.
Results
We present in this section the temperature evolution with time for three different frequencies, namely 100Hz, 200Hz and 300Hz. The electrode and gas temperatures are described by a first order model similar to the one described in [12] for the sinusoidal input power. is reached. The same trend is observed for the gas temperature variations. This clearly shows that the power used to heat the gas increases suddenly.
Discussion
When an electrical power is delivered to a DBD reactor, a fraction of the energy contributes to heat the gas and the reactor whereas the other part is used by the chemical transformations of We found 0.008 W and 0.005W for ozone and NO formation, respectively. These values mean that only a very small part of the input energy is used for the chemical processes.
Due to the low thermal isolation of our reactor, a large part of the heat is dissipated to the outdoor of the reactor by conduction, radiative transfer and by heating the gas passing through the reactor, so that a thermal transfer equilibrium is reached, leading to stable temperatures of the gas and of the various parts of the reactor after a stabilization time.
An unexpected phenomenon is observed when the temperature exceeds a threshold value (65°C in the particular case of this study) which is only obtained in our conditions when the pulse repetition frequency is 300Hz. In these conditions, the temperature of the inner electrode and of the gas increases with time following the same kind of profile than for the other frequencies (100 and 200Hz) but, as soon as the threshold temperature is reached (≈ 65°C) a fast increase of the temperature is observed until a plateau was reached at a value as high as 175°C.
Another series of experiments have been carried out by using a modified reactor where the active region has been surrounded by an external glass envelope. Furthermore, we have deposited a highly reflecting metallic film on the internal surface of the envelope in order to diminish the radiative thermal heat transfer to the environment. The electrode temperature of the insulated reactor (with 300Hz and 11.9kV) is presented on figure 8 . The same phenomenon is observed. The inflexion of the curve is near 53°C and the steady state temperature is 185°C. The same thermal behavior has been observed with this reactor, but with a higher value of the steady-state temperature due to the better insulating of the reactor. This behavior could be partly explained by an increase in the input energy due to the increase of the gas temperature as shown in the figure 9.
The fast increase in the temperature could indicate a change in the nature of the plasma from homogeneous-like with a small number of streamers to highly filamentous plasma with a high number of streamers. The presence of a high number of streamers enhances the gas ionization by plasma leading to a decrease in its electrical resistivity favoring then a high value of the plasma current and by consequence an increase in the plasma deposited energy in the gas.
The measured input power shown on figure 9 increases with time and reaches the steady state value of P=10.5W. It remains to explain why the input power increases in such a way with temperature. First of all, it must be noted that the increase of the gas temperature leads to a decrease of the gas density and therefore to an increase of the reduced electric field. More reactive streamers can then be formed and the required maximum peak ignition voltage is also reduced. Next, by an increase of the temperature, the reactor impedance decreases and more power is used for streamer generation.
Moreover, we can consider the plasma reactor as a RLC circuit whose impedance varies with temperature so that the system can move to the electrical resonance domain, as shown by Garamoon et al. for a similar plasma system [15] . In the resonance domain conditions, these authors have observed that the input power increases quickly and pass through a maximum corresponding to the resonance conditions. If we suppose that our system is close to the resonance domain conditions at a frequency of 300 Hz, the slight variation of impedance due to the increase of temperature could be enough to reach the resonance conditions and then to rapidly increase the power input leading then to observe the fast temperature increase shown in figure 9 . Let us mention finally that the authors in [16] have also reported an increase in the discharge power with temperature in their reactor.
Conclusion
The measurement of the inner temperature of a DBD gas discharge reactor has shown that it increases when the plasma is on until a steady state was reached. The thermal behavior of the reactor follows a first order model with a time constant close to 400 seconds.
The steady-state temperature increases with the input power from 49°C for P=0.9W
(frequency=100Hz) to 56°C for P=1.8W (frequency=200Hz).
An unexpected phenomena was observed when the frequency of the pulse repetition was 300
Hz since after an increase in temperature as a function of time similar to those recorded for 100 and 200 Hz, a sudden increase both in the input power and in the temperature was observed when the temperature attained a threshold level depending of the thermal insulation of the reactor (65°C for the basal reactor and 53°C for the thermally insulated one). This unexpected phenomenon could be explained by the possible modification of the impedance of our plasma reactor as a function of temperature, leading to be in the conditions of an RLC circuit resonance phenomena.
